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Exploring Turkish Riviera: A Luxurious Yacht Journey
from Bodrum to Marmaris via Hisaronu
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Bodrum Marina is located in the heart of Bodrum,
known for its beautiful beaches, rich history, and
lively nightlife. This luxury marina offers a
prime location to explore the beautiful Aegean
coast of Turkey, with easy access to the Greek
islands. The marina offers top-notch amenities
and services for yacht charters, including a spa,
fitness centre, and gourmet restaurants.
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In this fascinating journey, set sail for the
pristine bay of Palamutbuku, known for its clear
azure waters and a serene atmosphere. Nestled
on the Datça Peninsula, Palamutbuku offers a
refreshing pause from the bustling tourist spots.
Here, you can immerse yourself in nature's
bounty, engage with the warm local culture, and
dine on the region's deliciously fresh seafood.
The stunning pebble beaches surrounded by lush
olive and almond groves, complemented by the
backdrop of impressive mountains, make
Palamutbuku an unmissable stop on this
itinerary.
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Discover the secluded charm of Aktur Bay, an
idyllic spot along your journey. Nestled between
the Datça and Bozburun peninsulas, Aktur is best
known for its breathtaking array of blue hues,
from turquoise to deep navy. Surrounded by a
lush pine forest, the bay offers a peaceful retreat
into the wonders of untouched nature. Its serene
beaches are a perfect spot for sunbathing, while
the crystal-clear waters provide an irresistible
invitation for swimming and snorkelling. With a
stunning mountainous backdrop, Aktur Bay is a
haven of tranquillity and a gem in your Turkish
Riviera yacht adventure.
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